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ABSTRACT
Lawrence Weed, MD, is renowned for being the father of the Problem-Oriented Medical
Record (POMR), the medical care standard for collecting, managing, and contextualizing
patient data in medical records. What have been consistently overlooked are his teachings
on knowledge coupling, which refers to matching patient data with associated medical
knowledge. Together, the POMR standard and knowledge coupling are meant to form
the basis of a systems approach that enables individualized evidence-based decision
making within the context of multimorbidity and patient complexity.
The POMR and knowledge coupling tools operationalize a problem-oriented model
that reflects a sophisticated general systems theoretical approach to knowledge. This
paradigm transcends reductionist approaches to knowledge by depicting how the meaning of specific entities (eg, disease constructs) and their associated probabilities can only
be understood within their respective spatiotemporal and biopsychosocial relational
contexts. Rigorous POMRs therefore require knowledge inputs from a network of interconnections among specific entities, which Dr Weed enabled through development of
the Knowledge Net standard. The Knowledge Net’s relational structure determines the applicability of knowledge within specific patient contexts. To enable the linkage of unique
combinations of data in individual patient POMRs with existing medical knowledge
structured in Knowledge Nets, Dr Weed developed the Knowledge Coupling standard.
Dr Weed’s standards for record keeping and knowledge coupling form the basis of a
combinatorial approach to evidence-based medicine that fulfills Stange’s call for a science of connectedness. Ensuing individualized processes of care become the dynamo
powering a learning health care system that enables a co-construction of health premised
on empowerment and intelligent human decision making, rather than promoting the
artificial intelligence of tools. If the value of Engel’s biopsychosocial model indeed relates
to “guiding the parsimonious application of medical knowledge to the needs of each
patient,” Dr Weed’s approach warrants serious consideration.

OPERATIONALIZING A SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO PATIENT COMPLEXITY

The problem of providing evidencebased patient-centered care within the context of multimorbidity and complexity is
not new. In a 1968 New England Journal of
Medicine article entitled “Medical records
that guide and teach,”1 Lawrence Weed,
MD, presented a “workable philosophy
of multiple problems,” articulated by a
“clear approach and practical techniques
for coping with the infinite multiplicity
of interrelated and continuously changing problems that patients inevitably
present.” His sophisticated approach was
underpinned by a simple solution: orienting and contextualizing data around the

reality of patient problems through the use
of the Problem-Oriented Medical Record
(POMR).1,2 However, he quickly concluded that the POMR was incomplete because
it depended on idiosyncratic, uncontrolled
inputs from the unaided minds of physicians.3 That led him to develop the Knowledge Coupling and Knowledge Net tools to
enable the linkage of unique combinations
of data in individual patient POMRs with
existing medical knowledge.4,5
Unlike contemporary probabilistic or
algorithmic approaches to evidence-based
medicine, Weed’s concepts are premised on
a general systems theoretical approach to
knowledge, positing that relationships between scientific entities are fundamentally

more important than the entities in and
of themselves.4 Dr Weed recognized that
different combinations of findings on a patient may point in very different directions,
and that specific relationships may be relevant in relation to different (otherwise unrelated) problems.4 Like Valderas, Starfield,
et al, he recognized that the meaning of
specific entities (eg, disease constructs)
and their associated probabilities can only
be understood within their respective spatiotemporal and biopsychosocial relational
contexts.6 Within this paradigm, knowledge
is conceived as a network of interconnections
for specific entities, which determine their
applicability within different clinical situations (ie, a patient’s unique multimorbidity
and complexity profile).4
Ingeniously, the POMR and knowledge coupling tools operationalize a
problem-oriented epidemiologic model
that structures the unique combinations
of individual patient variables in ways
that enable the creation of a Knowledge
Net database of knowledge (consisting
of and manifesting the aforementioned
networks of interconnections).1,4,7 Dr
Weed envisioned that processes of patient
care (ie, structured by systematic use of
the POMR) would ultimately become an
object of clinical research and a source of
new medical knowledge. New knowledge
would be integrated with existing knowledge from the medical literature in the
Knowledge Net repository. He defined the
Knowledge Net as “an organized collection
of the entities (objects) of medical knowledge and the relationships among them,
with commentary on the relationships.”8
Dr Weed recognized that the validity of
Knowledge Nets is contingent on whether
processes of care are evidence-based. In
other words, medical decisions should
be premised on the systematic linkage
of individual patient data with medical
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Figure 1. Lawrence Weed, MD’s learning health care system. Reprinted with kind permission from Lawrence
Weed, MD: Weed LL, Weed L. Medicine in denial. Seattle, WA: CreateSpace; 2011.

CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; FDA = Food and Drug Administration; NIH = National Institutes of
Health; SOAP = Symptomatic findings, other findings, assessment, and plan.4p168

knowledge. Because the human mind cannot make this linkage with the necessary
reliability and speed, Dr Weed developed
scientific standards and corresponding
tools (Knowledge Couplers) to perform
the linkage function. Knowledge Couplers, in turn, are constructed from the
Knowledge Net. The output from using
Knowledge Couplers is exported to the
patient’s POMR.4,7,8
Together, the POMR standard, Knowledge Net, and Knowledge Coupling tools
form the basis of Dr Weed’s vision of a
learning health system that coherently integrates patient care, research, and medical
education (Figure 1).4,8

THE KNOWLEDGE NET: PHILOSOPHY,
STRUCTURE, AND FUNCTION

Because medical records are not generally maintained in a rigorous manner
conforming to POMR standards, the
Knowledge Net was primarily constructed
using medical knowledge derived from
the array of published scientific sources
available (eg, population-based studies,
pathophysiologic knowledge, consensus reports, clinical guidelines, etc).4,7,9 Regardless of its data source, the structure of the
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Knowledge Net operationalizes Dewey’s
relational philosophy of knowledge, which
posits that relationships between entities
are fundamentally more important than
entities in and of themselves.4,10
Dr Weed explained that “complexity
is derived not from an infinite number
of chemical and biological entities, but
rather from an extremely large number of
relationships among the entities. Relationships may be of different types (eg, cause,
treatment, risk factor relationships, etc).
They can be said to have a sense, or direction, and thus the entities and the links
between them can be discussed in terms
of ‘predecessors’ and ‘successors.’”7
The skeletal structure of a Knowledge Net
is therefore comprised of relationships between entities characterized as predecessors
and successors (a particular entity can be
both).7 Entity relationships are described
using factual descriptors that are linked to
scientific references. An important function of the structure of the Knowledge Net
is the enablement of a systems perspective,
as users become aware how specific relationships relate to particular problems, and
how they may also be relevant in relation
to other, otherwise unrelated problems.7

The Knowledge Net hence operationalizes Dewey’s conception of knowledge as
“a perception of those connections of an
object which determine its applicability
in a given situation … We respond to [an
event’s] connections and not simply to
the immediate occurrence … An ideally
perfect knowledge would represent such
a network of interconnections that any
past experience would offer a point of advantage from which to get at the problem
presented in a new experience.”4
A Knowledge Network was constructed
by a team who continuously reviewed the
literature to identify medical knowledge
relevant to solving medical problems for
which Knowledge Couplers are built. That
knowledge is analyzed to determine: 1)
what diagnostic or treatment possibilities
should be considered for a given medical
problem; 2) for each possibility, what initial data points (findings) should be collected (from the patient history, physical
exam, and lab tests) to determine whether
that possibility is worth considering in a
particular patient; and 3) additional information relevant to assessing the possibilities and findings.4
Knowledge from scientific research can
be used to continually update the content
of the Knowledge Net. Indeed, its structure
provides a useful means for updating, organizing, and accessing new information,
and can enable meaningful and effective
crossdisciplinary and interprofessional
research.7

THE PROBLEM-ORIENTED MEDICAL
RECORD AND THE KNOWLEDGE NET

As long as the primary information
source for building the Knowledge Net
remains the contemporary published literature, the process will remain extremely
human resource intensive, and subject to
serious issues related to the availability
and validity of data sources (and perceptions thereof ), and inter- and intrarater
reliability. These problems can potentially
be addressed only when POMR standards
are rigorously enforced in patient care, for
sufficiently large populations.
The resulting accumulation of POMR
records are referred to here as a POMR
database. Also needed are initiatives such as
the Transition and TRANSFoRm projects,
which collect International Classification
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of Primary Care (ICPC) coded electronic
medical record data, which could potentially be adapted (as they are currently
used for probabilistic approaches) and
leveraged for the development of Knowledge Nets.11-13
Dr Weed recognized that the development of robust POMR databases is contingent on an ability to systematically link
individual patient records with medical
knowledge, through the use of Knowledge
Couplers, as described below.7-9

LINKING PATIENT DATA WITH MEDICAL
KNOWLEDGE: KNOWLEDGE COUPLING

Knowledge Couplers are simply tools
yielding diagnostic or management possibilities for specific problems. They are
constructed using knowledge components
derived from the Knowledge Net in the
form of relationships between combinations
of possible findings, and possible diagnoses
or options for management.7,9,14 The construction and use of Knowledge Couplers
are further described, below.
The Knowledge Net is used to identify
possibilities for consideration, along with
the data health care providers need to collect to investigate each possibility. This
forms the basis of an electronic questionnaire (the Knowledge Coupler) for each
presenting problem. The patient and provider use the questionnaire as guidance to
determine what data to collect. They enter
the collected data into the Coupler as findings (positive or negative or uncertain).
The Coupler output consists of the
possibilities for which at least one positive
finding was made, plus a list of positive
and negative findings for each possibility,
plus additional detail useful for assessing
the possibilities and the findings. This
process filters out possibilities that can
safely be ignored. As to the possibilities
that should not be ignored, the Coupler
output organizes detailed information
(data and knowledge) in a maximally
usable form.
This output should be entered in electronic, problem-oriented records. If such
records are rigorously maintained for large
populations, it will then become possible
to analyze those records for feedback on
existing knowledge and development of
new knowledge, which ultimately would
be incorporated into the Knowledge Net.4,5
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Knowledge Couplers therefore enable
patients (and their families and caregivers)
and health care providers to jointly discern
and decide upon relationships between
possible findings and possible diagnoses
or options for management.4,9,14 In other
words, Knowledge Couplers present possible diagnostic and management options
for specific problems, which are subsequently matched to the unique biopsychosocial profile of the patient by purposively
and systematically eliciting relevant qualitative and quantitative findings from both
patients (eg, history, symptoms) and their
health care providers (eg, signs, physical
status).4,7 Through a series of systematic
questions and prompts, possibilities are
either eliminated or further investigated.
Couplers therefore enable patients and
health care providers to jointly process the
initial undercoded abductions of possibilities
using combinatorial approaches, thereby
enabling sound hypotheticodeductive
reasoning and individualized care.7,15 The
combinatorial approach’s iterative processes of abductive and deductive thought
enables desired health care behaviors associated with meaningful communication,
problem recognition, and joint decision
making.4,14 More importantly, it is an empathetic scientific approach that starts and
ends with an awareness of the uniqueness
of each and every patient, as human beings.
The key aim of the knowledge coupling
process is to enable the contextualization of
patient problems, thereby rendering them
more meaningful. An important derivative
of this care process is the recognition and
transparent disclosure of important gaps in
medical knowledge, specifically in relation
to the actual needs of patients.16
The combinatorial matching process therefore actively engages patients,
families, and health care providers, and
provides comparisons of the number
of positive findings relative to the total
number of potential findings that define
specific diagnostic and management options.9 These ratios are not probability
estimates; they simply show how well the
patient matches with the array of options
that may warrant consideration.9 For each
option, the Knowledge Coupler provides
more detailed information, including links
to scientific references and probabilities
derived from population-based statistics.7

THE ROLE AND USE OF STATISTICS

This alternative approach to evidencebased medicine is premised on the assumption that probabilities derived from
population statistics should only be
leveraged once the medical knowledge
base related to the specific context of the
patient’s unique combination of variables
has been exhausted.4,9 The combinatorial
approach is therefore not mutually exclusive, but complementary to probabilistic
techniques, and potentially strengthens
their validity.17
Dr Weed highlights that commencing
with, or solely using, probabilistic logic
may cause clinicians to miss rare possibilities, whereas algorithmic logic forces
either-or decisions (when there may be
two simultaneous choices).4,9 However,
reconciling and synthesizing the combinatorial and probabilistic approaches
is both desirable and necessary, because
possibility and probability are mutually
constitutive domains that are essential for
the enablement of the science of medicine.
The aforementioned ICPC-related projects
have already demonstrated how POMRderived databases could become powerful
enough to generate statistically significant
feedback on existing knowledge.12,13

THE PROBLEM-ORIENTED MEDICAL
RECORD AS A DYNAMIC STANDARD:
ENABLING A LEARNING HEALTH SYSTEM

Joint decisions by patients and health
care providers related to diagnostic and
management options should indeed be systematically incorporated into the respective patient’s POMR, which is transformed
into a dynamic tool that educates patients
and families, and enables them to actively
play a central role in the management of
their own health.4,7 Furthermore, systematic and rigorous utilization of the POMR
yields structured databases that provide
ongoing insight of the individual’s health
status and enable the review and analysis of
the logic of care decisions, thereby serving
as the underpinning dynamo of a learning
health care system by enabling meaningful feedback on existing knowledge, and
the development of new knowledge (see
Figure 1).4,7,8
The aforementioned combinatorial approach to evidence-based medicine therefore has important implications for the
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design and conduct of medical education,
described by Dr Weed:
“Conceiving knowledge in these terms
could lead to a new form of education,
where students would be judged on their
personal effectiveness in using network
connections to solve real problems rather
than their personal displays of disconnected knowledge.”4 “Flexner’s vision led
to the Sisyphean ordeal that all medical
students undergo—loading their minds
with massive amounts of medical knowledge, and using their minds to apply all
this knowledge to detailed patient data … .
What Flexner missed was that medical
students need to learn a core of behavior, the intellectual behaviors essential to
modern science. First identified by Francis
Bacon four centuries ago, these behaviors
include the habitual use of external tools
and techniques and standards to produce
and manipulate complex information.”10

AN OVERLOOKED ALTERNATIVE
PARADIGM FOR EVIDENCEBASED MEDICINE

Some of the basic practicalities of implementing the problem-oriented combinatorial approach have been described in detail
by Bartholomew18; however, fundamental
questions pertaining to the theoretical
and philosophical underpinnings of Dr
Weed’s approach, and its impact on care
processes and outcomes remain largely
unaddressed.18,19 The fact that most health
services researchers remain largely unaware
of Dr Weed’s important contributions to
medicine—specifically in relation to the
creation of problem-oriented standards
for medical records and combinatorial
knowledge coupling—is troublesome in
light of the ongoing problems facing contemporary evidence-based medicine.3,20

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES
TOWARD CONTEXTUALIZATION
AND INDIVIDUALIZATION

It is well understood how and why
(ontologically and epistemologically) contemporary evidence-based medicine fails to
contextualize and individualize care within
the context of patient complexity.17,21 The
negative consequences of “standardized
care” and so-called “best practices” on patient and provider experiences (particularly
in relation to processes of care delivery
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and receipt), iatrogenicity, and health
outcomes are well documented, and have
given rise to the concept of quaternary
prevention.22 Evidence-based medicine has
attempted to address the issue of contextuality and the problems associated with
patient complexity using various means,
notably: isomorphic mimicry, aggregation,
precision medicine, and normative calls for
humanism.21,23-25
Isomorphic mimicry is a phrase derived
from studies of “evidence-based policy,”
and relates to pretense, emphasizing
form over function.23 This is common in
contemporary performance assessment,
which often measures and reports personcentered attributes for nonperson-centered
care approaches (eg, inappropriately applying Starfield’s performance attributes
of comprehensiveness, longitudinality, first
contact care, and coordination to disease
management).26 Aggregation relates to
contemporary approaches to multiple
disease management within the context of
multimorbidity on the basis of the flawed
assumption that the whole is equal to the
sum of the parts.25,27 Precision medicine’s
increasing precision is inversely proportional to its accuracy, from the perspective of a person’s overall health outcomes
(accuracy decreases caused by increasingly
complex interactions within and between
micro to macro holons of human biopsychosocial systems).24,28 Normative calls for
humanism were addressed by Engel, who
remarked that “given the opportunity, the
younger generation is very ready to accept
the importance of learning more about
the psychosocial dimensions of illness and
health care and the need for such education
to be soundly based on scientific principles.
Once exposed to such an approach, most
recognize how ephemeral and insubstantial
are appeals to humanism and compassion
when not based on rational principles.”29

PHILOSOPHICAL AND
OPERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN COMBINATORIAL AND
PROBABILISTIC PARADIGMS TO
EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE

New paradigms to evidence-based
medicine are urgently needed; paradigms
that operationalize clear, coherent, and
scientific approaches to “cope with the
infinite multiplicity of interrelated and

continuously changing problems that
patients inevitably present,”1 something
Dr Weed has attempted to address for
close to half a century.30 The problemoriented combinatorial approach presents
an alternative paradigm to evidence-based
medicine: rather than standardizing care,
it individualizes care through the systematic application of scientific standards.
The fundamental difference between the
two approaches is that Dr Weed leverages
standards to understand the meaning of
specific constructs (eg, disease entities)
within the context of individual patients,
rather than imputing and imposing constructs (regardless of their sophistication)
onto a person.17
Simply put, Dr Weed recognizes that
constructs are simply tools, and are therefore means toward ends, and not ends
themselves. This becomes clear when it is
understood that the desired end is human
problem recognition and awareness. He
heeded Thoreau’s lament, that “Lo! Men
have become the tools of their tools.”31 Contrary to contemporary nihilistic reductionist approaches, the combinatorial approach
enables intelligent human decision making
through the appropriate use of tools, rather
than through promoting the artificial intelligence of tools.
The simplicity of Dr Weed’s approach
is underpinned by immense intellectual
sophistication, for it applies Dewey’s humanistic philosophy of knowledge to
clinical medicine (ie, knowledge as “arising
from an active adaptation of the human
organism to its environment”),32 and operationalizes Frankl’s conceptualization of
meaning to scientific constructs (ie, becoming aware of a possibility against the background of reality).33 It applies humanistic
scientific principles to fulfill Donabedian’s
call for the “affirmation and celebration
of the uniqueness of every individual.”34
A transparent systems approach to
evidence-based medicine is made possible,
leveraging validated knowledge through
combinatorial approaches to enable an
individualized perspective that begins and
ends with an awareness of each patient’s
uniqueness.4,17 This approach eases medicine’s quandary of operating a “reduction
ad unum of a plurality,” enabling health
care providers to gradually bring Numbers
Needed to Treat (eg, NNT) values closer
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to one.15 The complex transition processes
that characterize and define diagnosis and
treatment (as described by Baerheim)15
no longer remain obscure, and the art of
medicine would manifest—rather than
negate—scientific integrity.4 Furthermore, its problem-orientation aligns to
the contemporary definition of value “as
the health outcomes achieved that matter
to patients.”35

A CALL FOR SERIOUS SCIENTIFIC
CONSIDERATION AND INQUIRY

Health services research has called for
a renaissance of evidence-based medicine
that is real in relation to our humanity.21
For such a paradigm shift to happen, it
needs to give serious consideration to
thinkers who challenge their own status
quo. Dr Weed’s combinatorial approach
has been around for decades (with roots
in the 1970s, when he led the ProblemOriented Medical Information System
laboratory at the Medical Center Hospital
of Vermont), yet there have been extremely
few meaningful independent scientific
studies of the philosophical or theoretical
underpinnings of his approach, or of the
evaluations of implementation and impact on processes of care and outcomes of
care.9 Furthermore, performance-related
studies took the form of two randomized
control trials, which are antithetical to
the combinatorial approach, by design.4,36
Appropriate and meaningful evaluations
operationalizing the theoretical principles
of general systems theory are required.
Moreover, apart from Dr Weed’s Problem
Knowledge Coupling tools, it is unclear
whether there exist meaningful alternative
operationalizations of the generic concept
of Knowledge Coupling.14,18
Without serious scientific research, it is
impossible to validly ascertain the problem-oriented combinatorial approach’s
impact on processes and outcomes of care
from the perspective of diverse professional groups, care settings, and patient
subpopulations. It is also important to
note that combinatorial approaches such
as the Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical
Groups System, developed by Starfield,37
have shown significant power and accuracy in relation to the characterization
of population health outcomes and are
actively in use.
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THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF MEDICINE’S
“DENIAL”: SOME INITIAL PROPOSITIONS
WARRANTING FURTHER INVESTIGATION

The question of why medicine and
health services research has ignored (or
remains unaware of ) Dr Weed’s approach
is beyond the scope of this article. Note,
however, that Dr Weed, in a series of
articles and supplements in the British
Medical Journal,38 along with his book
Medicine in Denial,4 clearly described how
his approach could overturn traditional
Flexnerian medical education, training,
and practice; transform the credentialing,
professional roles, and functions of physicians (and other practitioners); and activate patients and their families.4,10,16,38 He
openly stated the transformational threat
he poses to those invested in contemporary
health care systems.4,16,38-43
Clinicians have also shown significant
reluctance toward seriously considering
Dr Weed’s proposals. Critiques generally
manifest fundamental misunderstandings
of his approach, along with a tendency
to conflate his paradigm with contemporary reductionist big data approaches to
evidence-based medicine. Many of their
basic concerns,39-40 related to physician
autonomy, the role and empowerment of
patients (and their families and caregivers), empathy, and the art of medicine,
have been addressed by Dr Weed, himself
a physician, in Medicine in Denial.4
Although his particular operationalization of knowledge coupling tools (the
Problem Knowledge Coupling system) was
commercialized at the conclusion of the
PROMIS (Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurements Information System) project, Dr Weed has repeatedly expressed that
his software is “just a particular implementation of the generic concept of [knowledge coupling], and that others are free to
build and disseminate their own implementations of the concept.”3 Now at age 93
years, he continues to attempt to persuade
the medical field and senior health care
administrators to try his approach.18,42,43
Dr Weed believes that the National Library
of Medicine should develop Knowledge
Couplers and the Knowledge Net tools,
and make Couplers available to both clinicians and patients. He views such development as a logical extension of the National
Library of Medicine’s electronic repository.

CONCLUSION

Dr Weed is already renowned for being
the father of the POMR, the ubiquitous
medical care standard for collecting and
managing patient data. What has been
consistently overlooked was the reason this
titan of medicine developed the problemoriented approach in the first place. If the
value of Engel’s biopsychosocial model
indeed relates to “guiding the parsimonious application of medical knowledge to
the needs of each patient,”44 Dr Weed’s
problem-oriented approach warrants serious scientific consideration and study. v
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